Introduction
Detailed information on species' distributions is crucial for answering central questions in biogeography (Lomolino 2004) , ecology (Brown et al. 1996) and evolutionary biology (Holt 2003) . Such information is also necessary for the effective allocation of conservation resources (Boitani et al. 2011 ). In particular, there are many questions that require distribution information over broad spatial extents and at fine spatial grains -for instance, to inform conservation prioritization at scales that match land-use changes and management options (Boitani et al. 2011) . Similarly, high temporal coverage of distribution datasets is required to study species' responses to environmental change (Boakes et al. 2010) , and for policy-relevant indices of biodiversity change (Butchart et al. 2010) . Such detail may come directly from field data, or from modelling approaches such as species distribution modelling (Guisan and Thuiller 2005) or downscaling (Keil et al. 2013) .
Huge numbers of occurrence records, especially from preserved specimens and field observations, have been mobilized via international datasharing networks, most importantly that of the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF). Such records provide the primary information on the taxonomic, geographical and temporal dimensions of species' distributions, because they provide direct evidence that a particular species occurred at a particular location at a particular point in time (Soberón and Peterson 2004) . GBIFfacilitated records represent by far the largest share of species occurrence information that is both digital and easily accessible in a standard format (hereafter referred to as DAI -digital accessible information; originally referred to as digital accessible knowledge in Sousa-Baena et al. 2014) .
Notwithstanding the increasing accessibility of occurrence information, global knowledge of species' distributions remains extremely limited, a situation termed the 'Wallacean shortfall' (Lomolino 2004) . This shortfall is a necessary result of humans' limited and spatio-temporally uneven capacity to collect, organize and process species occurrence information (Hortal et al. 2015) . As a result, most taxa and regions lack largeextent, fine-grain datasets, and existing information is furthermore often scattered across multiple sources (Jetz et al. 2012) . Moreover, even thesis abstract Limitations in global information on species occurrences Carsten Meyer available information is prone to many uncertainties, for example from ambiguous scientific names (Jansen and Dengler 2010) , imprecisely georeferenced sampling locations (Rocchini et al. 2011 ) and old age of many records (Boakes et al. 2010) . Finally, because most occurrence records were collected opportunistically (ter Steege et al. 2011) , they inherit taxonomic, geographical and temporal biases (Dennis and Thomas 2000, Boakes et al. 2010 ). These biases hamper many important applications, including species distribution modelling (Guisan and Thuiller 2005) , macroecological analyses (Yang et al. 2013 ) and conservation prioritization (Boitani et al. 2011) .
Geographical biases may be driven by biased field work, which may result from regional differences in accessibility (Dennis and Thomas 2000) , safety concerns (Amano and Sutherland 2013) , lack of funding (Ahrends et al. 2011) or preferential interest in endemism-rich, mountainous or protected areas (Soria-Auza and Kessler 2008). However, biases in DAI may also be caused by biased provision of existing information, related to regional differences in financial or institutional resources for digitization (Vollmar et al. 2010) , or poor scientific (Amano and Sutherland 2013) or political (Yesson et al. 2007 ) cooperation that inhibits mobilization into data-sharing networks. Biases towards certain species might reflect such site-specific socio-economic factors, but may also reflect species-specific factors such as lower detectability of nocturnal (Burton 2012) or arboreal species (Chutipong et al. 2014) , or deliberate withholding of occurrence records for threatened species (Whitlock et al. 2010) . Finally, the geometry of distributional ranges may affect the likelihood that a given researcher's study region intersects with a given species' range, which in turn affects the likelihood that this particular species is recorded.
It is increasingly urgent to address these multiple limitations in DAI, given its many applications in ecology and conservation. The need for better baseline information on species distributions has been frequently emphasized by the scientific community (Lomolino 2004 , Boitani et al. 2011 . Improving such information is also closely linked to international targets under the framework of the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, and plays a central role in current discussions in the Intergovernmental SciencePolicy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. However, limited funding and the sheer magnitude of the Wallacean shortfall imply that severe limitation in occurrence information will always persist. This makes it imperative to prioritize future data collection and mobilization (Hobern et al. 2013 , Sousa-Baena et al. 2014 , and also to develop tools to more effectively account for limitations in available information. Improving species' distribution information requires a thorough understanding of global patterns in data limitations and of the underlying causes. Understanding which factors cause biases can help account for these key factors in ecological models by explicitly incorporating them as variables (Dorazio 2014 , Fithian et al. 2015 . Previous studies of patterns and drivers of distribution information were limited in geographical (Ballesteros-Mejia et al. 2013) or taxonomic (Yesson et al. 2007 ) scope, by the limited number of tested hypotheses, or by simplistic treatment of distribution information. Before my thesis research, no study had tested the generality of the various information-limiting factors globally across different taxonomic and spatial scales. The main goals of my PhD thesis (Meyer 2015) were therefore to provide: a) the first global, detailed analyses of limitations in mobilized occurrence information for a large section of biodiversity; b) a better understanding of global taxonomic, geographical and temporal variation in different aspects of occurrence information; c) a better understanding of global drivers of this variation across different taxonomic groups and spatial scales; d) an empirical baseline for prioritizing data collection and mobilization, for monitoring these activities, and for effectively accounting for data limitations in ecological models.
Methods
In chapter 1 (Meyer et al. 2016b ), I focused on land plants. I obtained ca. 120M records from GBIF, standardized taxonomic information against comprehensive taxonomic databases and carried out plausibility checks of the recorded sampling locations. I used the resulting vetted dataset to calculate metrics describing two main aspects of occurrence information, each with regard to the three basic dimensions that characterize species distributions: taxonomy, space and time (Fig. 1) . The first set of metrics quantified aspects of coverage of each dimension with information and the second set of metrics quantified uncertainty regarding the interpretation of information. I measured taxonomic, geographical and temporal variation in these information aspects and assessed their relationships using pairwise correlations and principal components analysis. In chapter 2 (Meyer et al. 2015) , I focused on terrestrial vertebrates and analyzed two aspects of occurrence information at the level of geographical assemblages (Fig. 1) based on ca. 183M records from GBIF (1.7M for amphibians, 177M for terrestrial birds, 4.7M for terrestrial mammals). I standardized species' names and used expert range maps to validate records geographically (details in chapters 2-3). I calculated two measures of coverage, i) the density of rec- Meyer et al. 2016b ). Species' distributions are characterized by three main dimensions: taxonomy, space and time. Occurrence records provide direct evidence that particular species (sp 1 , sp 2 , …) occurred at particular locations (xy 1 , xy 2 , …) at particular points in time (t 1 , t 2 , …). Planes of cells illustrate spread of information between pairs of dimensions; occurrence information from anywhere along the third dimension is vertically projected onto the plane. Integrating across cells in one dimension summarizes information per unit of the other dimension (e.g. bottom right: highest geographical coverage at time t 5 because four out of six xy locations have occurrences then). In chapter 1, I studied two main aspects of occurrence information that determine applicability in research and conservation: i) coverage of the three dimensions with information (grey cells), and ii) uncertainty regarding the interpretation of information (shade of grey cells). Uncertainty may consist of different components. Both coverage and uncertainty may vary in each of the three dimensions, potentially leading to biases (see curly brackets for examples; e.g. centre left: temporal coverage is taxonomically biased because species 4, 5 and 6 have systematically higher coverage, compared to species 1, 2 and 3). In chapters 2 and 3, I focused on specific aspects of coverage. In chapter 2, I compared record density and inventory completeness across geographical assemblages; in chapter 3, I compared record count, range coverage and within-range geographical bias across species. ords and ii) inventory completeness, calculated as the percentage of expert-opinion species richness (inferred from range maps) that is documented by records. I tested twelve hypotheses on the geographical and socio-economic drivers of global variation in these information aspects, separately for each vertebrate group at each of four spatial grain sizes between 110 and 880 km. I used multimodel inference to quantify the relative importance of predictor variables.
In chapter 3 (Meyer et al. 2016a ), I used the same records for terrestrial mammals and combined them with range maps to analyze aspects of occurrence information at the species level (Fig.  1) . These aspects were i) record count per species, ii) how these records cover individual species' ranges, and iii) the level of geographical bias in their representation of different range parts. I calculated metrics of range coverage and geographical bias by relating the positions of records to those of randomly placed points across the range maps. I used multi-model inference and variation partitioning to test how different species attributes, size and shape of their ranges, and socioeconomic factors drive species-level variation in these information aspects globally and for individual zoogeographical regions.
Results
To my knowledge, this thesis represents the first comprehensive global analyses of different aspects of occurrence information (e.g. coverage, uncertainty). Rather than merely assessing global taxonomic completeness (as in Pelayo-Villamil et al. 2015, for example), I evaluated both data quality and coverage along the taxonomic, geographical and temporal dimensions (Fig. 1) , and systematically compared them across different spatial scales and taxonomic groups. As expected, I found extensive gaps and biases in the representation of different taxa, regions and time periods. In all taxonomic groups, record numbers varied across geographical assemblages and individual species by several orders of magnitude (chapters 1-3). Large proportions of records were identified as having high data uncertainty (chapter 1; Feeley & Silman 2010) , and many records fell outside species' presumed native ranges (chapters 1-3). I found clear taxonomic bias. For instance, record counts per species tended to be higher in gymnosperms than in other plants (chapter 1), in birds than in other vertebrates (chapter 2), and in Australian marsupials than in other mammals (chapter 3). Patterns of data limitations differed depending on the aspect of occurrence information in focus. For instance, pteridophytes were taxonomically better covered in DAI compared with other plant groups, but pteridophyte records also showed the most severe levels of taxonomic uncertainty (chapter 1). DAI was also geographically biased. For instance, peaks in the coverage of species assemblages emerged in 'Western' industrialized countries, but also in several tropical regions such as Central America or parts of the Andes (chapters 1-2). In contrast, broad regions were without any mobilized occurrence records, particularly in Asia and most of Africa. Surprisingly, there was no pronounced 'tropical data gap' (Collen et al. 2008) , neither in plants nor in vertebrates, but this was because several temperate and Arctic regions also emerged as extremely data scarce. I also found strong temporal variation in occurrence information (Boakes et al. 2010) . Several areas, notably in parts of Africa and Asia, had peaks in coverage before the 1970s and little recording activity since (chapter 1).
Coarsening grain sizes led to higher coverage of species' assemblages (Soberón et al. 2007 ), but also to lower opportunities for inference (chapter 2; comparison between 110-km to 880-km cells) and an underestimation of local data gaps (chapter 1; comparison between 110-km cells and countries). The grain size where a given percentage of an assemblage is covered directly relates to the coverage of individual species' ranges. For instance, the few scattered vertebrate records available for much of Asia can only cover few species in any one grid cell (chapter 2), and only provide limited range coverage for the species that occur in the region (chapter 3). Thus, different coverage metrics are naturally constrained by record quantity (chapters 1-3; Yang et al. 2013) and, accordingly, show at least moderate positive pairwise associations (chapter 1). However, the generally positive relationships between data quantity and aspects of coverage are disturbed by aggregation, duplication and biases in those records (chapters 1-3). In contrast, different metrics of data uncertainty generally showed poor correlations with one another, as well as with coverage metrics (chapter 1).
I also provided the most comprehensive analyses of possible underlying causes of bias in occurrence information to date. Of twelve potential geographical and socio-economic drivers of assemblage-level record density and inventory completeness, only four received strong support across taxa and grain sizes (chapter 2). First, regions with many range-restricted species were generally better inventoried, supporting the hypothesis that researchers preferentially survey regions where they can hope to find such species (Soria-Auza and Kessler 2008) . Second, an effect of accessibility was mainly evident in strong positive effects of proximity of grid cells to recordcontributing institutions (Moerman and Estabrook 2006) , while transportation infrastructure (Ballesteros-Mejia et al. 2013 ) played a surprisingly minor role. Third, political participation in GBIF (Yesson et al. 2007 ) was much more important than a region's integration into scientific activities that may lead to peer-reviewed publications. Finally, locally available research funding (Vollmar et al. 2010 , Ahrends et al. 2011 ) limited distribution information much more than size or funding of the Western institutions that contributed the majority of mobilized records. These four key socio-economic variables were also strongly correlated with species-level variation in different aspects of DAI (chapter 3), but their relative importance differed substantially depending on the geographical extent and focus of the analysis (global vs. realm-wide).
Discussion
Together, the results of my research have several important implications for the effective improvement of DAI and its effective use in ecological research, conservation and species distribution modelling. After more than a decade of intensive mobilization, DAI is still -and probably always will be -characterized by severe biases, gaps and uncertainties. Unless carefully accounted for, these limitations seriously impair research and conservation applications (Boitani et al. 2011 , Rocchini et al. 2011 , Yang et al. 2013 . The magnitude of data limitations shows that relying only on highestquality records Peterson 2004, Feeley and Silman 2010) or data-intensive distribution -modelling techniques (Feeley and Silman 2011) is unrealistic for many species and regions of particular conservation concern (chapters 1-3). Further improving the ability of distribution modelling techniques to draw useful inference from low numbers of records, and to account for data bias and uncertainty (e.g. McInerny & Purves 2011), should therefore be a top priority. One promising way to account for biases is explicitly incorporating bias-causing factors into models (Dorazio 2014 , Fithian et al. 2015 , and my results can help identify meaningful predictor variables. In such models, accounting for site-specific socioeconomic data collection and mobilization constraints appears more promising for addressing these biases than focusing on species-specific detectability.
My analysis of potential drivers of assemblage-level record density and inventory completeness demonstrates that regional contexts determine which socio-economic factors are important causes of biases in occurrence information. Interspecific variation in occurrence information was additionally strongly determined by range size and shape. This is consistent with my hypothesis that while large ranges are bound to overlap with more sampling locations, large, irregular-shaped ranges constrain the ways in which a given number of records can cover a range. Against expectations, species' attributes that were related to detection or collection probabilities received little support as predictors of species-level variation in occurrence information.
My identification of key factors limiting occurrence information, and the distinction between different information aspects, will help identify priority activities to remedy data limitations most effectively. Priorities include: supporting mobilization efforts in institutions near identified data 5 frontiers of biogeography, ISSN 1948-6596 -© 2016 the authors; journal compilation © 2016 The International Biogeography Society gaps; fostering cooperation of large emerging economies with data-sharing networks (chapters 2 -3); updating the mostly old information for much of Africa and Southern Asia by carrying out novel surveys (chapter 1); and generally increasing the focus on Asia (chapters 1-2) and on rangerestricted species (chapter 3). My results also provide a baseline for monitoring progress in data mobilization, and more generally in efforts towards international targets for improving biodiversity knowledge (e.g. Aichi target 19 1 ). They show that simple indicators like the number of GBIF-facilitated records (Tittensor et al. 2014 ) are unable to reliably reveal changes in coverage of species and areas, and even less so changes in data uncertainties. I therefore recommend that DAI should be monitored by a range of indicators that represent different aspects of occurrence information at grains relevant for biodiversity research and management.
